Singing for your supper: Staff singing for transformation and teambuilding in a South African bank

Transformation entails meaningful change. In South Africa (as is increasingly the case in Europe and elsewhere), such change hinges on interaction and communication between citizens of different cultures, ethnicities and languages. Where the inability to speak the others’ language(s) can inhibit real interaction and genuine communication, choral singing proffers unique opportunities for shared communicative experiences. In 2005, Dr Steve Booysen, then Group Chief Executive of the Absa Group, initiated an internal choir festival as a platform for social interaction and teambuilding for staff across all cultures, age groups and post levels in the bank. Booysen envisaged the choir project as a means of moral support during the Absa–Barclays merger. This article reports on the results of a Doctoral investigation into the extra-musical benefits of this project for Absa, such as transformation and teambuilding. Choral singing as social capital is discussed. The Absa choir project can serve as a microcosm of larger multicultural, multilingual macrocosms. The benefits attained through communal singing in this project may also hold possibilities for attaining unity in diversity in South Africa.

Introduction

The term ‘transformation’ has been used excessively in most spheres of South African public life. Reddy (2008) notes that the words ‘revolutionary’, ‘reformist’, ‘broad-based’, ‘elitist’, ‘grassroots’, ‘human-rights-driven’, ‘participatory’, ‘just’ and ‘de-racialise’ are amongst the keywords in the language of post-apartheid politics, but that ‘transformation’ ‘top[s] the list’. Notwithstanding the prominence this term has enjoyed in the seventeen years of democracy, South Africans still have a long way to go to transform into a truly united nation. In the 2011 Parliamentary speech to launch the Diagnostic Report of the National Planning Commission, Minister Trevor Manual pronounced that ‘we remain a divided society’, and that the major dividing line in society is still language(s) can inhibit real interaction and genuine communication, choral singing proffers unique opportunities for shared communicative experiences. In 2005, Dr Steve Booysen, then Group Chief Executive of the Absa Group, initiated an internal choir festival as a platform for social interaction and teambuilding for staff across all cultures, age groups and post levels in the bank. Booysen envisaged the choir project as a means of moral support during the Absa–Barclays merger. This article reports on the results of a Doctoral investigation into the extra-musical benefits of this project for Absa, such as transformation and teambuilding. Choral singing as social capital is discussed. The Absa choir project can serve as a microcosm of larger multicultural, multilingual macrocosms. The benefits attained through communal singing in this project may also hold possibilities for attaining unity in diversity in South Africa.

The project to establish a corporate choir presented a serendipitous opportunity to engage in the challenge of transforming some of the racialised perceptions mentioned above.

Dr Steve Booysen, then Group Executive Officer of Absa (at the time the biggest banking corporation in South Africa), initiated the Absa Internal Choir Competition in 2005. Booysen saw the choir project as an opportunity for Absa employees across the full range of cultural,
This article reports on the findings of the investigation, and aims to establish an argument for incorporating choral singing as an agent for achieving meaningful change in South African business and civil communities. The author’s views on how choral singing and the perceived value of the Absa Internal Choir Competition relate to a Christian worldview are integrated into the text.

Research method

The investigation of the Absa Internal Choir Competition (hereafter AICC) was both a quantitative and qualitative research project. Questionnaires were used as the main instrument for data collection. As it was situated in Absa Bank, the investigation needed to be informed by the vision of the company’s human resource department. Absa identified six factors for this purpose.

A range of six to eight questions were designed to query different facets of each factor; these were then collected in a questionnaire.

This study investigated each factor in terms of individual profiles which included gender, age, race, language, province and position in the bank. The factors were also investigated in terms of group profiles: individual profiles were grouped in terms of gender, age, language, et cetera, to establish commonalities and differences in perceptions of each of these factors. Summative quantitative data on factors related to the focus of this article, namely transformation, teambuilding and improved cross-departmental collaboration, (factor 3, factor 4 and factor 5) are presented. Results of the survey relating to fun, increased pride in the Absa brand and enhanced belief that Absa employees are valued as individuals (factor 1, factor 2 and factor 6) will be discussed in the conclusion.

Qualitative data were obtained through open-ended questions in the questionnaire and analysed in terms of the themes that emerged from these comments. Some comments from respondents on themes relating to the content of the article, are also included.

The sample represented the demography of the organisation: male and female AICC participants from all provinces, age groups, races (ethnic groups), language groups and post levels in the bank. The outcomes of the questionnaires reflect the perceptions of 755 respondents across three interventions, labelled Intervention 1 (I1), Intervention 2 (I2) and Intervention 3 (I3). I1 and I2 took place in 2006. In the light of the overwhelming positive results of I1 and I2, the written questionnaires as well as the interviews were administered for a third time (I3) in 2008. This was intended to ascertain the sustainability of the choir project over time.

The multi-disciplinary nature of this study necessitated the consideration of a spectrum of fields that are not normally associated with traditional music education research. This article briefly reflects on notions of teambuilding, social capital and transformation as it relates to the Absa choir process.

The Absa Internal Choir Competition

Booysen initiated the first AICC in the wake of the Barclays investment of billions of rands that would translate to the British bank obtaining a controlling share in Absa. Empathy with Absa staff was a motivating factor for launching the AICC. Recognising the Absa-Barclays merger as a potential threat to the morale of the Absa workforce, Booysen envisaged the choir project as a catalyst for team and morale building for Absa employees during this phase of transition in the bank. In a DVD recorded in 2005 and supplied to the author in 2008 (see Van As 2009), Booysen also expressed the hope that singing in Absa choirs ‘will bring about a greater sense of spiritual and emotional balance in the lives of our employees’ (pers. comm., 04 July 2007). On the topic of mergers and acquisitions, Claire Gordon-Brown (2005) points out:

It is the people issues, more than the process issues. Processes themselves don’t have emotions that have to be dealt with. People do, and this is what makes them more complicated … it is about people at the end of the day … and often companies do not understand their feelings, fears and aspirations. (p. 47)

Booysen saw the choir project as an opportunity for Absa employees to participate collectively in a stress-releasing, bonding pursuit. The AICC further presented a channel for embracing the ‘bigger Absa family’ and the Absa brand on a personal level in the midst of the Absa-Barclays merger. Ashkenas and Francis (2000:108–116) note that a successful integration manager is someone who is emotionally and culturally intelligent, understands that mergers and acquisitions affect people’s lives and has the ability to bridge gaps in culture and perception. One could argue that by the initiating this project Booysen distinguished himself as such a manager.

TABLE 1: Factors investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Key questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fun</td>
<td>How did participants assess the enjoyment value of the AICC?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Proudly Absa</td>
<td>To what extent has this project instilled an increased sense of corporate pride?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Cultural diversity</td>
<td>How do respondents perceive the effect of choir participation in the way they view and interact with choir members of different races and cultural backgrounds?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Teambuilding</td>
<td>To what extent has the AICC facilitated an increased sense of belonging, trust, and cooperation between choir members of different races and cultural backgrounds?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Improved cross-departmental collaboration</td>
<td>To what extent have the friendships and trust developed in the choirs had a positive effect on cross-departmental transactions in the bank?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Staff as the ‘most important asset’</td>
<td>To what extent has this project instilled in employees a sense of being valued as an important individual?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Absa choirs were formed at the beginning of the year by employees of one or more branches, business units, towns or regions. Every choir then prepared for the AICC semifinals, where the best choir in the province was selected to represent their province at the national AICC. The competition comprised two categories:

1. Prescribed Absa song
2. Own choice item.

The researcher was introduced to the project when commissioned to compose the first Absa song for the competition. Commenting on the value of singing in a corporate context, Welch (2005:254) notes that the use of ‘specially composed company songs’ can be a particularly positive instrument for reinforcing senior management’s understanding of company culture. In keeping with the Absa slogan ‘Today, tomorrow, together’, the prescribed Absa songs endeavoured to highlight values and attitudes of purpose, respect, goodwill, hope, joy and togetherness in diversity. Welch (2005:254) further observes that, in choirs where significant diversity occurs, singing can become a ‘transformational activity culturally’ through the fusion of elements presented in the music traditions of the diverse cultures within the choir. This became particularly evident in the AICC own choice items. Choirs demonstrated great ingenuity in weaving together material (folk and/or popular songs) from all cultural groups represented in their choir into entertaining and often moving choral medleys, all within the prescribed time limit of three minutes. In both categories choirs were assessed on the quality of their singing as well as the enjoyment value of the performance for both choir and audience.

The Absa Internal Choir Competition profile

The AICC is a project that exemplifies inclusivity in the workplace. As the choirs were open to all employees in the bank (particularly encouraging the participation of differently abled staff), diversity was a typical trait of each one. The following bar graphs (Figure 1 – Figure 5) illustrate the overall profile of the AICC in terms of gender, ethnicity, age, language and post level in the bank.

It is interesting to note the increase in male participation from I1 to I3. However, the majority of the 2006 and 2008 AICC participants were female. Consequently the majority of the data represent women’s views.

AICC participation by Black employees increased notably from the first intervention, I1, in 2006 to the third intervention, I3, in 2008. The ethnic profile of the AICC illustrates how this choir project created opportunities for developing and nurturing friendships with members of other races. Interestingly, it also reflects the status of choral singing in South African cultural groups. Whilst choral singing is not a customary practice of Indian communities in this country (Van As 2009:69), it is a particularly important feature of ‘the black South African way of life’ (Smith 1996).

A recent study into the generic music style preferences of urban South African adolescents living in Johannesburg revealed that students from all socio-economic strata more often than not indicated a preference for Western choral music; moreover, more students indicated a preference for Western choral music rather than rock music (Matthews 2011:160). Figure 3 shows that Absa employees between the ages of 18 and 29 found participating in choral singing appealing.

All South African languages are represented in the AICC. AICC participants who indicated that they could speak an African language (excluding Afrikaans) as well as English and/or Afrikaans were overwhelmingly Black. This mirrors the situation in South African society: it is more likely for Black and/or Afrikaans were overwhelmingly Black. This mirrors the situation in South African society: it is more likely for
Most participants are employed at levels B (Entry Level) and C (Next Level). Between 2006 and 2008 there was an increase in participants from the higher post levels, namely C, T (Junior Management) and PM (Middle Management).

Every year, amidst the disparity amongst its members, each aspiring choir embarked on a unique journey in the pursuit of becoming the winning Absa choir. Ultimately, each choir’s achievement was that of their province and when a choir won, their entire province would share in the victory.

The Absa Internal Choir Competition and teambuilding

Businesses worldwide invest mammoth amounts in corporate teambuilding endeavours. Booyzen envisioned the AICC as an investment ultimately strengthening ‘the bigger Absa team’. In 2003 the Level Playing Fields Institute (Center for Survey Research, University of Connecticut) conducted an extensive survey to measure the opinions of employers and employees on issues in the workplace (HOW-FAIR 2003:28). The outcomes of the survey indicated that participants deemed ‘being a team player’ the most important factor in getting ahead in the workplace; more important than factors such as intelligence, leadership skills, performance, creativity, making money for the organisation or even contacts (whom you knew).

Authentic teams are not merely groups of people working together. Members of such groups function predominantly independently of the group, focusing on fulfilling personal goals and objectives rather than those of the team. Katzenbach and Smith (1993:111) explain: ‘The essence of a team is shared commitment. Without it, groups perform as individuals; with it, they become a powerful unit of collective performance.’ In the same way choirs are not merely groups of people singing together. The individual members need to develop into a body of singers producing a homogenous tone where no individual voices are discernable. Shared commitment and dedication to create a music experience greater than its members could ever achieve individually are vital to the success of every choir. This goal can only be achieved when each singer is continually attentive to the overall sound produced by the rest of the choir; and constantly adjusting his/her own sound to blend with the collective tone.

The literature on teamwork universally designates characteristics such as common goals, cooperation, unity, interdependency and willingness to sacrifice individual interest for the sake of group interest to successful teams (Van As 2009:55). The levels of cooperation, unity and interdependency involved in producing a musical choral performance should not be underestimated. Pioneering choral teacher, pedagogue and co-founder of the choral conducting department of the Moscow Conservatory, Pavel Chesnokov (2010), explains:

If we place ourselves in the center of a choir, we will notice a great number of barely perceptible communications – tiny threads that tightly link one section to another. We will notice that these threads, which stretch from singer to singer and from section to section, serve to adjust and regulate the sound … We also observe that each singer seeks to ‘lean’ on adjacent singers, on his or her own section, and on all the other sections of the choir, so that pitch and volume can be adjusted accurately …

Exploring the concept of worldview as framework for creating a philosophical foundation for the theory of servant
leadership, Wallace (2007:126) compares attributes of servant leadership (which include listening, empathy, healing and community) to eight Biblical worldview components. He indicates that listening is supported by six of these components, namely human dignity, personal responsibility, character, community, use of power, compassion and justice. The level of listening which evolves within a good choir will not be easily achieved in other contexts.

Developing the intricate listening and sensitive music skills as described by Chesnokov demands regular practice over an extended period of time. When an Absa employee became a member of an AICC choir, he or she committed to a challenging and at times cumbersome process. Over a period of six to seven months they had to attend choir practices of two to three hours every week. Taking a taxi or driving through peak time traffic after a full day’s work, week after week, required endurance and discipline. Members of a choir often lived in different towns or regions (in the Northern Cape as far as 700 km apart) and had to travel for long distances (and many hours) to attend choir practices. The resolve to win the competition for their province was clearly a major driving force. AICC participants sacrificed significant amounts of personal time every week (usually evenings and weekends) and money (expenses such as travel, choir uniform and substitute caregivers for children) to attend practices.

Tuckman and Jensen (1977:419) identified five stages in team development. The researcher worked closely with 24 to 28 Absa choirs across South Africa from 2007 to 2010. It was interesting to observe the journey of the groups of Absa employees as they developed into choirs through the different stages leading up to adjournment, where members always expressed a sense of sadness and loss because the time with their ‘choir family’ had come to an end. AICC choir members democratically elected choir conductors, chose the material for the own choice item and designed the choir uniform. When forty choir members of dissimilar religions, races, cultures, beliefs, language and age groups have to debate the desirability or suitability of songs, dance movements and costume designs, conflict is unavoidable. However, the commitment to the choir’s achievement in the final competition, and the members’ love of singing always aided choirs to manoeuvre their team through storming to norming and finally to performing.

The dedication of Absa choir members to their choirs was astounding. One example of this dedication was a young female member of the Northern Cape choir hitch-hiking more than 700 km one Saturday night to attend a choir practice on Sunday morning. Her motivation was simply: ‘I had to be here, I belong to this choir and I could not let them down.’

It was evident that the sense of belonging to a community had provided this young woman with a sense of purpose relating to the AICC. The sense of purpose and community generated through the AICC is echoed in the results of studies of the benefits of choral singing elsewhere. Clift and Hancox (2007:204) reported that the vast majority of the 1124 respondents in an extensive cross-national choral survey attributed an increased sense of coherence and community to choral singing, with 87% of respondents reporting social benefits. Findings of a survey amongst multi-cultural South African university choirs revealed that choir members experienced a genuine sense of community in their (multi-cultural) choirs (Barrett 2007:53).

The quantitative data of the survey of the value of the AICC for teambuilding in Absa are presented in the Figure 6.

Participants of all ages, positions in the bank, ethnic and language groups experienced choir participation as an excellent tool for teambuilding. The qualitative data revealed that the majority of participants considered teambuilding to be the single most important achievement of their choir. Comments included: ‘Our teamwork has become very good’; ‘I now have a sense of belonging’; ‘There is a great sense of togetherness in our choir’; ‘Unity – we are one’; ‘We can overcome disagreements, we have become a team’ and ‘We have great cooperation in our choir’.

On a personal level, the majority of respondents viewed teambuilding as the greatest benefit of participating in the choir project. Comments included ‘I have learnt to be a better team player’; ‘Getting to know my colleagues with whom I spend a great deal of time’; ‘I have learnt to cooperate with others’; ‘Togetherness – a sense of belonging’; ‘The people in my choir respect me’ and ‘I belong to a group where I feel appreciated’.

The significance of community, one of the eight broad Judeo-Christian worldview components (Wallace 2007:126), and community building are promoted throughout the Old and New Testament of the Bible. The AICC, as platform for community building and experienced in a profoundly meaningful way by individual participants, shows how the ideal of community building can be concretised in a multicultural country with a divided past. On an organisational level, the social benefits and increased sense
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2Forming: members – very polite – become acquainted with one another; Storming: interpersonal conflict beginsting; Norming: acceptable standards for team functioning are established; Performing: team now ready to focus and be productive; Adjournment: team disengages after successful completion of task. This can be a happy stage with congratulations on a job well done, or regrets for loss of friendships (Tuckman & Jensen 1977:419).

FIGURE 6: The value of the Absa Internal Choir Competition for teambuilding: participant views.
of belonging to a bigger community are not directly related to the administrative or operational skills levels of the bank employees. However, principles of social capital indicate that it will ultimately be beneficial to the organisation.

**The Absa Internal Choir Competition and social capital**

Central to most definitions of social capital is the focus on social engagement, mutual reciprocity, trust and networks within communities. Relationships are considered to be significant, representing the interconnectedness of people that underpins functioning communities with potential for productivity. The beneficial inclinations to do things for each other, known as ‘norms of reciprocity’, arise from these networks. Putnam (2000:411) notes that ‘… social capital is often a valuable by-product of cultural activities whose main purpose is merely aesthetic.’ Collier (1998) expands: ‘The most famous example of social capital is probably Putnam’s amateur choirs …’ He explains three external effects of the choir:

- People who participate in the choir unconsciously learn to trust each other ‘even though this is not the purpose of their interaction.’ This causes a reduction in unethical behaviour which, in turn, reduces transaction cost.
- Potential choir members are influenced to develop enough trust to join (or form links with) the choir.
- Learning to trust fellow choir members enables participants to trust members of the broader society. Hence, choirs even benefit non-participants.

Figure 7 presents respondents’ views on the influence of relationships developed in the choirs on cross-departmental transactions in the bank (factor 5).

The average mean of the three interventions for factor 5 ($m = 5.21$) indicates that respondents found their choral participation beneficial to cross-departmental business in the bank. Putnam deems social capital a powerful resource as it facilitates cooperation. He regards the simple feat of associating together as the catalyst that spurs the social cooperation which makes democracy feasible: ‘Good government in Italy is a by-product of singing-groups and soccer clubs …’ (Putnam 1993:176).

**The Absa Internal Choir Competition and transformation**

Transformation is not only a political imperative. Principles such as social justice, concern for the wellbeing of one’s fellow human being, compassion for the poor, respect for and forgiveness of one another is fundamental to Christianity (Kulikovsky 2007:3–5). Whilst a South African understanding of transformation is often equated with equity, universal connotations of the term convey implications of a process of changing position or consciousness; a paradigm shift; a translation or conversion into an alternative form (Wolf 1980:1231; Collins dictionary and thesaurus of the English language 2011:1099; Oxford Paperback Thesaurus 2006:851).

Transformation unavoidably implies change. Anderson and Ackerman Anderson (2001:39–48) distinguish between three types of organisational change, namely developmental, transitional and transformational change, the latter being far the most challenging. Transformational change engages on more personal levels of mindset, behaviour and culture: ‘… the people and the culture must change in order to be able to implement it. This requires new mindsets, behaviors and worldviews’ (Anderson & Ackerman Anderson 2001:40).

Apartheid encouraged minimal informal interaction between people of different races, depriving them of opportunities to gain insight into the spiritual, intellectual and/or emotional features of other social and cultural groups. As a result, the different ethnic groups’ assumptions and judgments about one another were tainted, which in turn created superficial and often erroneous perceptions of fundamental truths about fellow South Africans. Unfortunately, this has not wholly changed (Webb 2002:15). After 12 years of democracy, Mkhize (2007) noted that:

special barriers remain entrenched, albeit on a psychological level. White incursions into ‘black space’ have not been matched by black movement into ‘white space’ … This means that opportunities to learn about black communicative practices (or experiences) in black people’s own terms and turf are limited, thus hampering meaningful transformation. (p. 3)

Language has been an important role player in apartheid intentions. It is common knowledge how the mandatory acquisition and usage of Afrikaans in the education of Black South Africans energised the struggle (Glaser 1998:320). However, not enough has been said about how meaningful communication between Black and White citizens has been inhibited by not including Black languages in White education curricula during apartheid. In a post-apartheid society, this inability to speak the languages of fellow countrymen becomes a barrier to gaining authentic insights about the ‘other’. When somebody makes an effort to speak somebody else’s language, it breaks down mistrust and builds a channel of communication that had not existed before.

Lomax (1968:17) observes that ‘predictable and universal relationships have been established between the expressive
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**FIGURE 7:** The value of choir participation for improved cross-departmental collaboration in the bank.
Likert scale value

The value of choir participation for improving perceptions of and interaction with members of different races and cultural backgrounds. The AICC encouraged choirs to use songs from all the cultures represented by their members. In preparation for the own choice section of the AICC, members of different cultural backgrounds learnt to sing one another’s cultural songs. Members taught one another the words, the meanings of the songs, the contexts in which the songs were sung and the dance movements to the song. This created opportunities for shared communicative experiences. Building relationship with fellow members from other races facilitated disclosure of the self to others. When people of different cultural and language backgrounds sang together, the music served as insulator, a means of buffering the differences and raising awareness of their similarities.

After participating in an inter-university HIV-AIDS project in Lesotho where choral singing formed an integral part of the work, Deanna, a post-graduate student from Empire College (State University of New York) commented in this regard:

Learning and performing music from other cultures allows the student to have an internal visceral experience with the languages and values of those cultures. This experience is unique because it internalizes this new cultural information before it can be analyzed or critiqued. Attempts at cultural understanding become more meaningful when this personal experience is considered, as the gap between self and other is bridged through the power of the song (Bergdorf pers. comm., 12 July 2008).

The AICC survey indicated that, through singing together in an Absa choir, respondents experienced increased respect for other South African cultures and races. Mutual respect permits disclosure of self to the other. Comments from the open-ended questions include: ‘In our choir we have overcome racism’; ‘I now want to learn a Black language’ and ‘We are not so different – we are one’. This is confirmed by the quantitative data.

Intervention 3, took place during the fourth AICC. At the time some employees had been singing together for four years. The particularly high score of 5.53 (out of a maximum of 6) given by these participants indicates that prolonged exposure to others in the choir impacted the nurturing of respect for the other and his or her culture favourably. From a Christian perspective, respect can be seen as the interpersonal capacity to see and respond to another as a unique and valuable creation of God. According to Grauf-Grounds et al. (2008) respect visualises that God as Creator has purpose and meaning entrenched in the lives of each of God’s creatures. Each person has worth and dignity that we can respond to and encourage within our interactions as well as within relationships (Grauf-Grounds et al. 2008). In this regard, it is clear that the AICC had a positive impact on the way in which participants valued and respected one another’s worth. Jeannotte (2003) states:

If much of what we are and who we become is governed not only by shared meanings but also by how these shared meanings influence our relations with others, ‘singing together’ ... may hold benefits not only for oneself, but also for the people around us. Indeed, this singing may be a transformative experience and one of the key elements of a sustainable Community. (p. 35)

**Conclusion**

In his keynote address (recorded on a DVD supplied to the author in 2008) at the third AICC in 2007, Booyesen stated:

When the idea of the choir was first floated, it was largely to give the employees of Absa the opportunity to have fun, socialise and get to know each other on a non-work related level. It has certainly achieved those three objectives, and so much more. The truth is: at the time we had no idea what was taking root. This initiative has transformed people’s lives, produced lessons that, for all concerned, we could not have imagined. It has brought business benefits no training program could hope to imitate. (Van As 2009)

The results of the investigation on the effect of choir participation in the AICC on teambuilding, cross-departmental transactions and transformation (factor 3, factor 4 and factor 5) were overwhelmingly positive. Employees across South Africa clearly indicated that singing in Absa choirs had made it possible for them to build better relationships with fellow choir members of different races, cultures, language backgrounds and departments in the bank. The goodwill and trust generated by these new bonds had a positive influence on cross-departmental transactions in Absa.

Factors not discussed in this article investigated the level of enjoyment, increased pride in the Absa brand and the belief that employees were regarded as valued (factor 1, factor 2 and factor 6). The outcomes of the investigation of these factors were overwhelmingly positive. In all three interventions the factor most highly rated by participating individuals was factor 1 (fun). Amidst the actual toil of practice and the rigor of social networking and participation, singing in an AICC choir was a source of joy. Bonhoeffer (1978) observes:

The more we sing, the more joy we will derive from it, but, above all, the more devotion and discipline and joy we put into our singing, the richer will be the blessing that will come to the whole life of the fellowship from singing together. (p. 61)

On the DVD (see Van As 2009) supplied to the author, Booyesen (2006–2008) repeatedly commented on the
wonderful spirit of the Absa choirs. Such a spirit is not attainable without the development of trusting and empathetic relationships amongst choir members (Snow & Shelton 1995). Absa employees were not only singing for their supper, but also singing for the supper of future generations who can only benefit from the transformative experiences of this generation.
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